A successionof large accelerators has been built there, the latest of which is the Bevatron. It is the largest and highest-energy accelerator in opera.tion at the present time.
It was built and is operated under contract with the United States Atomic Energy Con1mission. inthe;h.~aYy~m es:ongroup,.
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A number of other irTIportant properties of these particles are being studied, such as the variation of production rate at different energies, the details of the decay processes,and their interactions with IT.iatter.. As an exarnpie of the latter, ithas been .found that the positively charged Kmesons interact with rna.tteronlyone-third as strongly as do negative K mesons,. and when they do interact, they usually $uffer only a change of direction.
The negative .K mesons, on the other hand, TI1ay be absorbedby a nucleus, resulting in the .creation of a hyperon, one of the last group in the pC;1.rticle The generator s which supplyt1;le magnet. with power are in the wing extending to the left.
The 184-inch cyclotron is in the domed building in the upperleft. The over-alldiameter is 140 feet, and the weight is9,500 tons. The linear accelerator of the injection system, which isacoD1plete
IO-Mev accel~rator in itself, appears at the right.
Two overheadcranes are used to 'service the machine and to move experimentalequipment. 
